Complex orthogonal designs (CODs) are used to construct space-time block codes. COD with parameter is a matrix, where nonzero entries are filled by or , such that . Define a first type COD if and only if does not contain submatrix or . It is already known that all CODs with maximal rate, i.e., maximal , are of the first type. In this paper, we will determine all achievable parameters of first type COD, as well as all their possible structures. The existence of parameters is proved by explicit-form constructions. New CODs with parameters , for , are constructed, which demonstrate the possibility of sacrificing code rate to reduce decoding delay. It is worth mentioning that all maximal rate, minimal delay CODs are contained in our constructions, and their uniqueness under equivalence operation is proved. Index Terms-Complex orthogonal design, delay, rate, spacetime block codes (STBC).
I. INTRODUCTION
S PACE-TIME block codes (STBC) have been widely investigated for wireless communication systems with multiple transmit and receive antennas. Since the pioneering work by Alamouti [7] in 1998, and the work by Tarokh et al. [23] , [24] , orthogonal designs have become an effective technique for the design of STBC. The importance of this class of codes comes from the fact that they achieve full diversity and have the fast maximum-likelihood decoding.
A complex orthogonal design (COD) is an matrix, and each entry is filled by or , such that , where is the Hermitian transpose and is the identity matrix. Under this definition, the designs are said to be combinatorial, in the sense that there is no linear processing in each entry. When linear combination of variables are allowed, we call it generalized COD (GCOD).
Code rate and decoding delay are the two most important criteria of complex orthogonal STBCs. One important problem is, given , to determine the tight upper bound of code rate, which is called maximal rate problem. Another is, given , to determine the tight lower bound of decoding delay when code rate reaches the maximal, which is called minimal delay problem.
For combinatorial CODs, where linear combination is not allowed, Liang determined for a COD with or , the maximal possible rate is [14] . Liang gave an algorithm in [14] to generate such CODs with rate , which shows that this bound is tight. In [16] , Li et al. simplify Liang's proof on the upper bound of code rate slightly. The minimal delay problem are solved by Adams et al. In [5] , lower bound of decoding delay is proved for any or . In [6] , Adams et al. prove that when , decoding delay is lowered bound by . Besides some scattered constructions for relatively small number of antennas [20] , [23] , [27] , several general methods to construct CODs have been proposed. Liang's algorithmic construction in [14] achieves the maximal rate for all , and achieves the minimal delay when . But when , the delay is twice the minimal delay. In [21] , a different algorithmic method to generate complex orthogonal is proposed, which has the same code rate and decoding delay as Liang's construction. In [17] , a closed-form iterative construction of CODs was proposed, which achieves both the maximal rate and minimal delay.
For GCOD, which allows linear combination in each entry, little is known about the rate and delay. In [15] , they proved that there does not exist rate 1 GCOD when . In [26] , Wang and Xia proved an upper bound 4/5 of the code rate for GCODs without equal weight condition, and an upper bound 3/4 with equal weight condition when . And this result is the best as far as we know.
The unfortunate property of COD is that for or transmit antennas, the codes with maximal rate have minimal decoding delay (with exception where it is ). For example, when , the minimal delay for a code with maximal rate is 6006! Therefore, it is meaningful to construct CODs with smaller decoding delay by sacrificing code rate and investigate the tradeoff between 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE code rate and decoding delay. For example, in [3] , Adams et al. considered a class of CODs with rate and proved a lower bound on delay.
In this paper, by restricting to a specific type of CODs which contains no submatrices or , which are called first type CODs in this paper, we consider the most general problem that determines what parameters are achievable. Not only all achievable parameters are determined, but also all their possible structures are also proved. It should be noticed that all CODs with maximal rate are of first type, and thus, it is not a very strict restriction.
The organization of our paper is as follows. In Section II, we introduce the notions which will be used. In Section III, we review some basic definition and some known results about CODs. In Section IV, we present our explicit-form constructions. In Section V, we prove our constructions in Section IV consisting of all first type CODs, up to equivalence operation and simple catenation operation. In Section V, we give out the conclusions.
II. NOTATIONS
In this section, we introduce some basic notions, which will be used in the sequel. denotes the field of complex numbers, the field of real numbers, and the field with two elements. Adding over is denoted by to avoid ambiguity. All vectors are assumed to be column vectors. For any field , denote by and , the set of all -dimensional vectors in and the set of all matrices in , respectively. For any vector , denote by the transpose of . For any matrix , denote by the transpose of and by the conjugate transpose of . Denote by the submatrix consisting of rows and the columns of , and the submatrix consisting of the rows and the columns of , where and , respectively. We use for the element of the matrix . In this paper, rows and variables are often indexed by vectors in .
For convenience, let be the vector with bit occupied by 1 and the others 0, i.e., and let , i.e., . The weight of a vector in is defined as the number of ones in bits, i.e.,
. Furthermore, is defined as the sum of bit to bit, i.e.
In abuse of notation, we denote by the complex variable , up to negation and conjugation, i.e., . Note that the same notation may represent different elements in the same paragraph.
III. DEFINITIONS AND SOME KNOWN RESULTS

Definition 1:
A COD is a rectangular matrix whose nonzero entries are or their conjugates where are indeterminates over , such that is called the code rate of , and is called the decoding delay of . A matrix is called an Alamouti 2 2 if it matches the following form: (1) up to negation or conjugation of or . We say two rows share an Alamout 2 2 if and only if the intersection of the two rows and some two columns form an Alamouti 2 2.
Definition 2:
The equivalence operations performed on any COD are defined as follows.
1) Rearrange the order of the rows("row permutation").
2) Rearrange the order of the columns ("column permutation"). 3) Conjugate all instances of certain variable ("instance conjugation"). 4) Negate all instances of certain variable ("instance negation"). 5) Change the index of all instances of certain variable ("instance renaming"). 6) Multiply any row by , ("row negation"). 7) Multiply any column by , ("column negation"). It is not difficult to verify that, given a COD , after arbitrary equivalence operations, we will obtain another COD . And we say COD and are the same under equivalence operations.
Following the definition in [14] , define an form by
where . And we call it form for short. Definition 3. [5] : We say COD is in form if the submatrix can be created from through equivalence operations except for column permutation. Equivalently, is in form if every row of appears within the rows of , up to possible negations or conjugations of all instances of and possible factors of . It is proved in [5] that COD is in some form if and only if one row in matches one row of up to signs and conjugations.
In [14] , Liang proved the upper bound of code rate for any or , and obtained the necessary and sufficient condition to reach the maximal rate. share some common rows, and share some common rows, and share some common rows. This condition is also sufficient for a COD to be atomic.
For COD , assume one row is in some atomic COD which consists of some rows of . If one variable is in , then all rows containing this variable is in . Repeat this procedure until no more rows are added. Finally, atomic COD is obtained. By the aforementioned algorithm, we can see that COD can be decomposed into atomic ones in a unique way. For example, let consists of the first two columns of (3), i.e.
Then, can be decomposed into two atomic ones
On the contrary to the decomposition of COD, given two (or more) CODs with parameters and , we can construct a new COD with parameter by simply catenating them, i.e., , and renaming certain variables of and to avoid conflicts if necessary. We call it catenation operation.
IV. EXPLICIT-FORM CONSTRUCTIONS
In this section, we present explicit-form constructions of first type CODs. The basic idea is to first construct a basic COD with rate 1/2 and parameters , which are based on combinatorial methods by using vectors in . Then, by choosing submatrices from the basic COD, we obtain CODs with parameters where . Note that, when , all maximal-rate, minimal-delay CODs are contained in the aforementioned constructions.
Next, we consider . By padding an extra column on our basic COD, we obtain COD with parameter . Again, by choosing submatrices from the basic COD, we obtain CODs with parameters , which are optimal. and
Then, is a COD with parameter . Proof: It is sufficient to prove that 1) every variable, up to negation or conjugation, appears exactly once in each column; and 2) any two different columns are orthogonal.
Since for fixed , takes nonzero values on different vectors , . To prove 1), we only need to show is a surjective, i.e.,
. Suppose to the contrary that there exists and where , and
. Expanding by definition, we have which is equivalent to
If
, then , which is contradicted with . If , then , which is contradicted with . To prove any two different columns are orthogonal, it is sufficient to show that every pair of nonzero entries in the same row are in an Alamouti 2 2.
Let columns and be any row, satisfying . Let and .
Since every variable appears exactly once in each column, we assume appears in the row in column, i.e., . By the assumption that appears in , we have , i.e. which implies (6) Noting that takes nonzero value on , , and , we have . Considering value in equality (6), we conclude . Thus
Taking into , we have Therefore, submatrix could be written in either of the two following forms: or Now, we calculate to check whether it is an Alamouti 2 2. First, let us calculate by (5) . When is even, ; when is odd, . Therefore, we have that (8) always holds. Then
In the last second step, is true because . Therefore holds and the submatrix is an Alamouti 2 2, which implies column and column are orthogonal.
By taking out some submatrices form , we can get a series of atomic first type CODs. Notice that, in the aforementioned constructions, is a trivial COD with rate 0 and delay 1. For fixed number of antennas , the code rate is an increasing function of when , as well as the decoding delay . Since the decoding delay grows very fast when is increasing, the sacrifice in rate might be worth the tradeoff for a smaller decoding delay in practice.
For example, let , , respectively, we obtain codes with the parameters with rate decreasing and delay increasing in Fig. 1 .
Like the Alamouti 2 2 in [7] , certain CODs enjoy a property known as transceiver signal linearization, which can facilitate decoding. This linearization allows the code to be backward compatible with existing signal processing techniques and standards, and allows for the design of low complexity interference suppressing filters and channel equalizers [19] . It has been shown that a COD can achieve transceiver signal linearization if and only if each row in the code has either all conjugated entries or all nonconjugated entries [19] , which is called conjugation separated. Note that and are all conjugation separated and thus satisfy the transceiver signal linearization property.
When , it is possible to pad an extra column on to obtain a new COD. It is worth noticing that, for a given row, there are both conjugated and nonconjugated nonzero entries in and , which violets the transceiver signal linearization property.
In [4] , Adams et al. proved that when , maximal rate CODs with transceiver linearization can achieve the minimal delay, and when , it cannot. Our explicit-form constrictions are consistent with their results.
The CODs constructed by Liang in [14] , and by Su and Xia in [20] are exactly , which achieves maximal rate and minimal delay when . The closed-form constructions in [17] are exactly and , and therefore achieve maximal rate and minimal delay for any . The constructions in [3] by Adams et al. have rate 1/2 and delay or , depending on the parity of modulo 8. Those CODs do not belong to first type, and have smaller decoding delay compared to with rate near 1/2.
V. STRUCTURES OF ATOMIC M-TYPE CODS
In [6] , it is proved that in a COD with parameter when or , row and row share an Alamout 2 2 over columns and if and only if the zero patterns of row and row are simultaneously nonzero exactly in columns and and never simultaneously zero or nonzero in any other column. In fact, it can be generalized for first type COD as follows.
Lemma 12: For first type COD , and are the same, up to signs, implies that the zero patterns of row and that of row are different only at column and column ; and are conjugated, up to signs, implies that the zero patterns of row and that of row are the same only at column and column .
Proof 
and contains no zero entry. When , we know row and row are both in the upper or lower part of form. We can see that row and row have the same zero pattern except for column and after column permutation, which implies that row and row have the same zero pattern except for column and before column permutation. When , we know row and row are in different parts (upper or lower) of form. We can see that the zero patterns of row and row are all different except for column and after column permutation, which implies the zero patterns of row and row are all different except for column and before column permutation.
The next lemma states that in a first type COD, the existence of one zero pattern implies the existence of some other zero patterns, which will be used to prove the lower bound of decoding delay for first type COD.
Lemma 13:
Let be a first type COD. If one zero pattern of some row is , then for any , there exists one row with zero pattern , such that , , and for all . Furthermore, for any such that , there exists one row with zero pattern , such that . Proof: For the first part: As when , the conclusion is trivial; we assume and . And, without loss of generality, assume the variable on that row in column is . Through column permutation satisfying , , and , we can make this row the first row in form. Recall form (10);, we know the zero pattern of the second row is different from only in column 1 and 2, which implies that it is different from only in column and before column permutation.
For the second part: Without loss of generality, assume the variable on that row in column is . Through column permutation such that , and , we can make this row the first row in form after column permutation. Recall form (10);
we know the zero pattern of the first row of the lower part is the same as only in column 1 and , which implies that it is only the same as in column and before column permutation.
Next lemma gives an lower bound of the decoding delay for first type COD when and the number of nonzero entries in some row are given.
Lemma 14:
Let be a first type COD. If one row in contains nonzero entries, then when ; and when . Furthermore, all zero patterns with weight or exist in . Proof: According to the condition, assume that one row in has zero pattern such that . Then, for any zero pattern with , there exists a permutation such that . Since any permutation is a product of transpositions, then can be written as the product of transpositions. According to Lemma 13, we claim that there exists one row in with zero pattern . Again, by Lemma 13, the existence of zero pattern implies one row with zero pattern such that . By similar arguments in the last paragraph, we claim that all zero patterns with weight exist. When , we know is lower bounded by the number of all zero patterns with weight and , i.e., . When , we know is lower bounded by the number of all zero patterns with weight , i.e., .
For first type COD, besides the lower bound, we can say more about the decoding delay , as the following lemma reveals.
Lemma 15: Let
be an atomic first type COD. If one row in contains nonzero entries, then is a multiple of when ; and is a multiple of when . Proof: At first, we will show, for an atomic first type COD , if one row contains nonzero entries, then each row contains or nonzero entries. Since is atomic, then, for any pair of , there exists such that and share some common rows, and share some common rows, and share some common rows. Note that, in some form of first type COD, if one row contains nonzero entries, then all rows in contains or nonzero entries. As and are taken arbitrarily, we claim that every row of contains or nonzero entries. Assume that zero pattern appears with maximal times , say, row have zero pattern . For any satisfying , there exists a column permutation on such that and . Therefore, is in form, where appears in the first column of row after column permutation . Since appears in the same column, are all different, and thus, form are mutually disjointed. Now, we will show that all zero patterns with weight exist times. Recall form (10); we claim that there are different rows with zero pattern , where is obtained by exchanging the value on and of with any . Since any permutation can be written as the product of transpositions, by repeating this procedure, we know that all zero patterns with weight exist at least times. By the maximality of , we claim that all zero patterns with weight exist times.
Finally, we will show that all zero patterns with weight exist times. For any , , recall form (10); we claim that there are different rows with zero pattern . Following similar argument of the previous paragraph, we claim that all zero patterns with weight exist times.
Therefore, we have when ; and when , where is a positive integer.
Next three lemmas are about the structure of COD and , and they will be used in the proof of Theorem 19. Since and are taken arbitrary if is satisfied, by repeating this procedure, we claim that all variables with index weight appear in . Therefore, , and the proof is complete.
The next theorem is our main result, which determines the parameters as well as the structures of most atomic first type CODs.
Theorem 19: Let
be an atomic COD, with some row containing nonzero entries, and . Then, and is the same as under equivalence operation.
Proof: We first present an example to illustrate our proof idea. For some atomic COD , with and , we will show how to prove that it is the same as For convenience, we denote by , by , and by . Since , there is at least one row of which contains three nonzero entries. Without loss of generality, we denote it by It can be achieved by instance renaming, instance conjugation, and instance negation.
Recalling form, we claim there exists one row of matching
. At first, we can use row negation to make sure takes the same sign as that of , which is " ." By orthogonality, the first row shares an Alamouti 2 2 with this row, which is . Thus, should be . Now, we have determined two rows of as follows:
Recalling form again, there must exist one row of matching
. At first, we can use row negation to make sure takes the same sign as that of , which is " ." By orthogonality, the first row shares an Alamouti 2 2 with this row, which is . Thus, should be . Now, we have determined three rows of as follows:
Recalling form, there must exist one row of matching . At first, we can use row negation to make sure takes the same sign as that of , which is " ." By orthogonality, the first row shares an Alamouti 2 2 with this row, which is , which implies should be . Now, we have which is already a COD. Since is atomic, we claim and it is the same as under equivalence operation.
Applying the aforementioned method, for a general with some row containing nonzero entries, , we will prove that, using equivalence operation, we can transform to row by row in a specific order. We reorder the rows in first by the order of the smallest index of the variables on that row in increasing, then by the order of the row index in increasing. We will use induction to prove that is the same as under equivalence operation, and the induction parameter is the reordered rows of . Induction basis: For the first row of , say row . In , find one row with the zero pattern . Note that Lemma 14 guarantees the existence of this row. Since all variables exist for the first time, we can use instance renaming, instance conjugation, and instance negation to make this row the same as the corresponding row of . Induction step: For variable index and row , where . Assume that there exists an equivalence operation on such that some rows of are the same as rows of which either has the smallest index less than or the smallest index and its row index less than ; we will show that it is true after row in is added. We claim already exists in former induction steps. Otherwise, should have the smallest index of all variables, and Lemma 17 implies is unique and thus already appears on the first row in the induction step. Therefore, by Lemma 14, we know that there exists one row of having the same zero pattern as row of with the corresponding position occupied . Since already exists, whether takes conjugation is already determined by the zero pattern . Thus, we can use row negation to make sure takes the same sign the same as . We will show that for all the other nonzero entries on this row of 1) either the variable exists for the first time (and it cannot be a used variable), which implies that we can use instance renaming, instance conjugation, and instance negation to make it the same as the corresponding one in ; 2) or it is uniquely determined, including sign and conjugation, by the orthogonality of . For any ; let us consider the entry on row and column of . By the assumption that is the smallest index variable in row , we know from Lemma 16, either (13) or (14) holds. We will discuss it in the following four cases separately. . We have . Note that and , which implies . Therefore, row in is determined. Following the same argument in Case 1, we know element in is uniquely determined.
It is worth noting that the equivalence operations used in transform to do not contain column negations. This property will be used in the sequel.
Theorem 19 does not consider the case when . To cover the final case, we need the following lemma first, which states when , COD with parameter does not exist. This result is first proved in [6] . However, based on our explicit construction, we present another proof here. , then and other variables on this row should be in an Alamouti 2 2, which implies those are in . Repeating this procedure, we can prove that all variables in are in , because is atomic. Therefore, is a COD. Since is atomic, we claim . By Lemma 20, we know is even. Since the aforementioned procedure indicates that the last column is uniquely determined, we claim that atomic COD with parameter is unique under equivalence operation, which implies is equivalent to . If for some , without loss of generality, letting , then and other variable on this row should be in an Alamouti 2 2, which implies that those are in . Repeating this procedure, we can prove that all variables in appear in and all variables in appear in , because both and are atomic. Therefore is a COD. Since is atomic, we claim . From the aforementioned procedure, we know that and are uniquely determined. Therefore, atomic COD with parameter is unique under equivalence operation, which implies is equivalent to . CODs with parameter . Finally, let .
VI. CONCLUSION
The following corollary characterizes all possible structures of first type COD, which has similar proof with Theorem 22. And thus the proof is omitted.
Corollary 23:
Let be a first type COD. Then, is equivalent to the catenation of times , for some satisfying and when ; is equivalent to the catenation of times and times , for some and satisfying and when . Furthermore, the number of nonequivalent CODs equals the number of different of solutions of when , or when . Since all optimal CODs, which achieve both the maximal rate and minimal delay, have parameters when , they have parameter when . And they are proved to be in first type. We can obtain the following corollary directly. The uniqueness under equivalence operation of optimal COD for is already proved in [3] by showing that all such CODs with optimal parameters can be transformed in to a standard form. The uniqueness for the case is proved for the first time. In [4] , three facts are proved. 1) For , let be a maximal rate, minimal delay COD. Then, is equivalent to a COD that is conjugation separated.
2) For
, let be a maximal rate COD with decoding delay . Then, no arrangement of is conjugation separated.
3) It is possible to construct a maximum rate COD with any even number of columns that simultaneously achieves conjugation separation and decoding delay .
By Theorem 19, a COD is equivalent to , which is conjugation separated. Thus, 1) is true. By Theorem 21, we know COD is equivalent to . Therefore, to prove 2), it is sufficient to show that is not equivalent to a conjugation-separated COD. By the constructions of , 3) is true.
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